10 Things You
Must Know
Before You Hire The Wrong Security Company

This guide will cover the most important
questions to ask when searching for a potential
security company.
What kind of training do they need?
What are the daily reports?
And other crucial questions...
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Arrow Security Ltd.

Who we are:
Arrow Security is a well known
security company based in
Vancouver, Canada. They have
been providing security solutions
in all different kinds of industries.
Ranging from Auto Dealerships,
Bonded Warehouses, Hotels,
Pulp & Paper Mills, to Mining
Companies, and Pipe Line
Contractors.

Our Credentials:
Arrow Security has provided over
40 years of “security” experience
between President Henry Bingert

Our Mandate:

Special Offer :

Developing Security Solutions

Understanding your needs is

is often the prerequisite to

the most important step of

providing specialized protection

achieving the best results.

and preventation.
We would like to offer our time

and Executive Vice-President

Arrow’s Ability to Respond

to give you a Free security

Nich Takhar they know what it

Quickly to emergency needs

evaluation.

takes to protect your assets. A

goes hand in hand with their

Just call us or visit us online

leader in security services, Arrow

well trained and knowledgeable

and weʼll be happy to provide a

Security’s mandate is to provide

security specialists.

full security consultation.

industry with expertly trained,

You can reach us at:

responsible and well supervised

604 - 968 - 6012

security personnel.

http://www.arrowsecurity.ca
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Are your guards licensed and bonded?

Being licensed ensures that the security company has been trained in the proper
practices and regulations. This means the licensee is competent and capable of doing
the work at hand. It also means the worker is familiar with the laws and standards of his
field in that particular area of governance and can be held accountable if the regulations
are not followed. The service provider may lose its license to operate if rules are not
followed.
Its important that when
hiring a security
company you look to
see if its licensed and
bonded. This is a
statement of legitimacy
and trustworthiness and
is therefore a safeguard
against theft, and illegal
practices of the guard.
You should check for
documented proof of
bonds and licensure.
It ultimately protects you
as the client while the
guard is on site. For example, if the guard steals something or breaks anything while on
the job you are protected. By law, if you have an unlicensed security guard its illegal.
So don’t trust any company that is not licensed and bonded.
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Are you guards insured?

You should make sure to ask the security company how much insurance they have.
There are various insurance levels. Insurance is an expensive component for the
business, so not all companies have it. Some companies are not insured, other’s have
2.5 Million, and Arrow Security has $5 Million.
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This is something you’ll want to investigate before hiring a company. Make sure they
have the documentation to back up their claims.
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Are daily reports provided?
There are two common daily
reports. A daily patrol report
and an incident report.
The patrol report shows
everything is scanned and
secured on the premises.
You can have this report to
be collected on every hour,
therefore you have a clear
understanding of the security
of the site. Incident reports
are what the guard would fill
out when a particular
incident happens.

Its important to have this daily report, so make sure your security company can provide
this.
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Do the guards speak English fluently?

This is a crucial part of your decision process because
lets assume there’s an incident on your property, you
need to make sure the guard on site can speak with the
tenants, the authorities and anyone else they come in
contact with.
Always be sure to make sure your guard speaks the
language you require for optimal resolution and dispute
management while on site.
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Do we have to sign a contract?

Some companies will have contracts while others will
not. Its important that you first have a good feeling
with the management of the security company. Make
sure you get a feeling of commitment without a
contract, and then if you require a contract its added
assurance on top.

Security guards can be
employed in a static security
position at the entrance of a
facility for example or in a
mobile position patrolling the
perimeter of a facility.

Arrow Security for one, is completely client driven, so if you want one, they will provide it.
And if you don’t, that’s fine as well.
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Are your guards uniformed?

Uniforms are great for visibility to all those around the site. When the guards are well
uniformed, it gives the impression of presence and that someone is in charge. Ask
yourself if the uniforms are professional and meet the visual requirements of your needs.
Some companies have one set of uniforms and others have multiple sets. Arrow
Security for example has three kinds of uniforms.
!
!
!

Blazers
Bomber-style Blue Jacket
High Visibility Yellow

And they even have experience in doing
undercover plain clothing. Each different uniform
is suitable for different environments. Some are
good for security concierge’s while others are
good outside.
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What kind of trainings do your guards have?

You should always ask what
kind and where the guards were
trained. In BC, the security training is
approved by the solicitor generals
office in Victoria. On another note, its
important to also ask about on-site
training as well. Each site will require
different training, and its important to
make sure your security company
does a thorough job of this.
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Is the company registered with Worksafe?

The WorkSafe premium is dedicated to promoting workplace health and safety for the
workers and employers of British Columbia. In the event of work-related injuries or
diseases, WorkSafeBC works with the affected parties to provide return-to-work
rehabilitation, compensation, health care benefits, and a range of other services. Its a
premium that companies pay by law to protect the guards while on site. Therefore, ask
the security company if they are complying to this premium.

Arrow Security doubles the duties of
a guard by providing licensed
serveilance as well as a great
concierge service.
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What is the rate?

There are a number of factors a
security company should know
before the quote a project.
Some of them should include:
An understanding of why you
need security
Where you are located
Where the job site is located
What is the nature of the job
All the factors are important. If
a company provides a blanket
quote without understanding
your needs, they probably will
not provide the best service to
your needs.
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How soon can you start?

If you need a job to start immediately, most companies will provide a guard right away.
However its important that the right guard is selected for the project. So ask the
company if they can provide a guard quickly, but more importantly, will they reevaluate
the project needs and provide a guard that is the best match for the site.

Make sure you trust your security company. Look for proven testimonials.
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Resources
Arrow Security Ltd. www.arrowsecurity.ca (604) 968-6012
Carelli Studios. (Internet Marketing) www.carellistudios.com (778) 318-5890
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